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WHO WE ARE
BREXENDORFF & ASSOCIATES (B&A) is a One-Stop-Shop solution provider,
with its headquarters in Zurich and Dubai and structured as a Swiss
Association. B&A is focussing on supporting, creating, promoting and
developing clients’ business in emerging markets, leveraging its vast
global network especially in the Middle East, the Americas, Asia, Africa,
Eastern Europe and the countries of the Former Soviet Union (FSU).

B&A was founded by Dr. Alexander H. Brexendorff, a German serial
entrepreneur, business consultant and lawyer with over 25 years of
experience in advising international companies for their investments
in Europe, the Middle East and the FSU.
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OUR MISSION
B&A incorporates members and experts from Europe, the Middle
East, the United States, Africa and Asia all of whom bring with
them considerable regional experience in cross-border
transactions, with most of the members having hands on
experience of at least 20 to 40 years.

Our members have as well an impressive track record of
supporting investments from those regions into Europe or North
America. All member offices apply the same diligent high standard
of work and are experts in their field of business.
B&A is here to help our clients to grow, succeed and
establish a footprint in the relevant business market.
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The B&A Advantage
Our corporate and individual members are all one, but at the same
time independent. As part of a Swiss Association, the members of the
B&A family are legally, liability and tax - wise independent from one
another. Our structure allows globally-oriented firms to combine and
promote a unified brand across national and international borders.
Members can benefit from a greater expertise, larger capital and
presence in the market, and at the same time still remain independent
partnerships or professional corporations.

Joining Brexendorff & Associates allows you to be part of an
expanded business operations and become members of a greater
consulting company, and being able to mandate larger corporations
and clients, without having to deal with the administrative burden of
Corporate Groups. Members also benefit of the overall profit,
without the fear of a compromising and risky formalized relationship,
often restricted by the local bar standards.
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EXPERTISE
Within the B&A Swiss Association structure, lawyers, tax experts,
finance and business consultants cooperate closely to provide all
necessary services to our client related to the opening, promoting
and operating of business.
Our members’ experts advise clients in a variety of practice areas,
including:

Contracting
& Legal
Consultation

Market Positioning

Tax
services

Engineering
Management

Market
Analysis

Corporate Finance
& Investment
strategies

Executive
Management

Investor
sourcing

Strategy & Global
Business
development
and many more …
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OUR MEMBERS’ EXPERTISE

Our members’ experts provide a variety of services, including:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Market Analysis & Placement
Strategy & Global Business Development
Compliance & Legal Consultation
Mediation, Arbitration & Dispute Resolution
Risk Management
Bookkeeping & Accounting
National and International Tax Consultation
Investor and Distributor Sourcing
Corporate Finance & Investment Strategies
Engineering Management
Executive Recruitment Services
IT, Software, Security and Data Protection Services
Social Media and General Marketing Consultation
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BUSINESS SECTORS

With more than 30 years of experience our member offices’ focus is on
advising the following business sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automotive
Education
Engineering and Architecture
Fintech and Blockchain
Hotels and Leisure Properties
Logistics and Aviation
Oil & Gas, LNG and Petrochemicals
Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology
Real Estate and Construction
Renewable Energy and Environmental Technologies
Security and Defense
Sport and Events
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LOCATIONS

B&A members and cooperation partners are based in almost every
corner of the world: the Americas, Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle
East and, therefore, positioned to offer to clients hands-on support and
on-the-ground services on a regional and global basis.
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